Oceana: A True Story

When author Stephen Williams was
seventeen years old and a senior at Oceana
High School in Pacifica, California, an
unusual series of events occurred that
affected his life forever. Just when life
seemed simple, an outcast brought
complications into a friendship between
two people and engulfed them in a world of
the unexplained.Oceana: A True Story is
about the authors life, his friends, and a
classmate named Kenny who reveals a tale
so strange that he must bind his friend to
secrecy. The story goes beyond what we
normally see and hear; its about the unseen
and spans forty years in one mans life. It
will rivet you in a tale of true friendship,
deception, mistakes, and love.While some
may view life as a roll of the dice,
Williams sees it much differently, and
youll discover why as you read his story.
Make no mistake, this story will cause you
to think about your own life and about how
seemingly insignificant events influence
who we become.
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